TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
which I could have no share, it took a little longer for my sense
of proportion to function. Nevertheless, even left objectively
outside and beyond his small warm breathing circle, it struck me
soon enough for self-respect that the marmalade cat who sat on the
mat—(it-is-a-good-cat. Yes, but-it-was-a-good-mat)—had acci-
dentally administered a stinging and timely reproof to my returning
temptation once more to adhere to a piece of property and let my
fancy dwell on its perfection till I raised it to an extravagant symbol.
I had been in danger, and Tips had been the instrument of rescue;
that Hiraz rug, in my mind, had become a focal point, my com-
pensation to myself for the incendiary bomb which had destroyad
all the rest of my possessions. Yet who was I to say how or when
I should be compensated, or if indeed the Big Idea allowed loss in
property to be met by some equivalent restoration ? And though
I rather object to having a Child's First Primer hanging on my wall
instead of a Persian rug, I can appreciate in a detached and faintly
rueful sort of way the spectacle of Tips, oblivious of his past social
lapse and oblivious of his own moral significance, fiercely screwed
round, burrowing his nose deeply in the effort to clean, the more
inaccessible portions of his long tawny fur ("Oh Tips darling, do
leave that bit and clean the white where it shows!")
I have had only one slight lapse since then, into the desire for
acquiring possessions deliberately for possession's sake. One's
delight in a felicitous gift at a felicitous moment is a different
matter, and does not need valuable rugs spoilt in order to eradicate
it. On my last birthday, when I was about half-way through this
book, Dido gave me a china figure from the famous Meissener
Monkey Orchestra to replace the monkey fiddler with the chipped
hat which had stood on the mantelpiece of my old sitting-room in
Albany. It was not until the newcomer was set up in the same
place dominating the room, that I noticed with delight that it
was the trumpeter of the band, bravely swaggering in his plum-
coloured coat and flowered knee-breeches. The trumpeter of
"Trumpet Voluntary"; here was certainly my mascot. No harm
in all that, so far. But next door to my hairdresser was an antique
shop displaying more members of the Monkey Orchestra, and
another shop in King Street had a few as well; and I began to
hang round them, make tentative and tenuous enquiries, finger the
idea of what fun it would be to add, say, the 'cellist to the trumpeter
... and then the cymbal-player . , . and then perhaps in time to
own a quintet... and adding a few more, one by one, by windfall
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